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Abstract—We present DaMAT, a tool that implements data-
driven mutation analysis. In contrast to traditional code-driven
mutation analysis tools it mutates (i.e., modifies) the data ex-
changed by components instead of the source of the software
under test. Such an approach helps ensure that test suites
appropriately exercise components interoperability — essential
for safety-critical cyber-physical systems. A user-provided fault
model drives the mutation process. We have successfully evalu-
ated DaMAT on software controlling a microsatellite and a set
of libraries used in deployed CubeSats. A demo video of DaMAT
is available at https://youtu.be/s5M52xWCj84

Index Terms—CPS, Mutation analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Ensuring that safety-critical software is assessed with high-
quality test suites is extremely important for certification agen-
cies like the European Space Agency (ESA). Unfortunately,
the methods suggested by safety standards to ensure test suite
quality rely on structural coverage adequacy, which does not
measure directly the fault detection capability of a test suite.
For this reason, developers and certification authorities like
ESA are looking for new solutions1. Mutation analysis [1],
which consists of automatically generating faulty software ver-
sions and computing the mutation score (i.e., the percentage of
faulty versions leading to a test failure), is a relevant alternative
because there is a strong association between high mutation
scores and high fault revealing power for test suites [2].

However, safety-critical software is often part of Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPSs) and existing mutation analysis tools
are inadequate for CPS software because (1) they cannot
identify problems related to the interoperability of integrated
components (integration testing), which are a major source
of failures in CPS [3], and (2) they cannot be applied to
components that can’t be executed in the development envi-
ronment (e.g, simulated ones). Indeed, well-known approaches
are code-driven (i.e., modify the implementation of the SUT —
software under test) and thus cannot inject faults into black-
box components whose implementation is not tested within
the development environment (e.g., because it is simulated).
Further, they often rely on mutation operators that simulate
algorithmic faults and are thus unlikely to simulate interoper-
ability problems resulting in exchanges of erroneous data.

In this paper, we present DaMAT (DAta-driven Mutation
Analysis with Tables), a tool that implements data-driven
mutation analysis [4], which is a new paradigm that relies

on altering the data exchanged by software components to
evaluate the effectiveness of a test suite in detecting interoper-
ability faults. It relies on a fault model that captures, for a set
of components, both the characteristics of the data to mutate
(e.g., the structure of the exchanged messages) and the types of
faults that may affect such data (e.g., a value out of the nominal
range). The latter is formalized as a set of parametrizable
mutation operators. At runtime, DaMAT modifies the data
exchanged by components according to the provided fault
model (e.g., replaces a nominal voltage value with a value out
of the nominal range). It identifies test suite shortcomings that
consist of message types, software states, and input partitions
not being exercised; it also exposes missing test oracles.

Within the ESA project FAQAS1, we applied DaMAT to
the CPS software developed by GomSpace Luxembourg and
LuxSpace, two companies developing nano- and micro- satel-
lites. Our empirical results show that DaMAT (1) successfully
identifies different types of shortcomings in test suites, (2)
prevents the introduction of equivalent and redundant mutants,
and (3) is practically applicable in the CPS context.

We provide the DaMAT source code [5], a tutorial [6], and
a replicability package for our empirical evaluation [7].

II. RELATED WORK

Related work concerns mutation analysis [1]. Fault injection
tools, instead, aim to stress the robustness of the software [8],
not assess test suites quality; they are therefore out of scope.
An extensive discussion of related work is reported in our
technical paper [4]; here, we provide an overview of related
tools applicable to the CPS context. We exclude tools that
cannot be applied to software implemented with C or C++,
the most adopted languages for CPS software development.

Most of the available mutation analysis tools (i.e.,
MASS [9], Mull [10], Dextool [11], Accmut [12], Mart [13],
Milu [14], MUSIC [15], MuCPP [16], Proteum [17] and
SRCIRor [18]) implement the sufficient set of mutation op-
erators, which alter the source code (or the LLVM bitcode) of
the SUT to simulate faulty algorithm implementations (e.g.,
using a wrong logical connector). Such implementations are
usually tested in unit test suites that, by definition, do not
exercise the communication among components, which is our
target. Some tools (i.e., Accmut, MuCPP, MUSIC, and Mart)

1https://faqas.uni.lu, ESA project RFQ/3-17554/21/NL/AS/kk
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Fig. 1. The DaMAT workflow.

also implement interface mutation operators (e.g., remove a
function call, or swap arguments) or mutation operators for
object-oriented features (e.g., to change inheritance) but these
operators cannot simulate a wide range of interoperability
faults (e.g., values out of range). MASS and MUTPHY [19]
focus on CPSs but they do not target interoperability faults.

III. DaMAT WORKFLOW

The workflow of DaMAT consists of seven steps, shown in
Fig. 1 and detailed below. We exemplify the use of DaMAT
with an open-source communication library from GomSpace
(libCSP [20]); we verify that the open-source libCSP test suite
appropriately exercises client/server communication.

A. Step 1 - Prepare the Fault Model

The engineer defines a fault model (FM) that specifies the
format of the data exchanged between components and the
type of faults that may affect such data. The DaMAT FM
enables modeling data that is stored in a data buffer before
being exchanged. Fig. 2 shows the buffer structure that stores
incoming and outgoing messages in libCSP.

The DaMAT FM represents a data buffer as an array with
several cells, each having a unit size, in bytes. A data buffer
can contain one or more data items, which may span over
multiple cells. Each data item is interpreted by the SUT
according to a specific representation (e.g., integer). Each
data item is identified by its position (i.e., the first array cell
belonging to the data item), its span (i.e., the number of cells it
covers), and (3) its representation type (it can be int, long int,
float, double, hex, and bin, the latter for data treated in binary
form). Each data item can be associated with one or more data
faults identified by mutation operator identifiers. The engineer
should specify values for the configuration parameters of each
mutation operator instance.

TABLE I
DATA-DRIVEN MUTATION OPERATORS. ∆, MIN, MAX, T, AND VALUE

ARE PARAMETERS SET IN THE FAULT MODEL.

Operator Description

Value above
threshold (VAT)

Replaces the current value with a value above the threshold T for
a delta (∆) thus simulating a non nominal case that shall trigger
a response from the system. Not applied if already above T.

Value below
threshold (VBT)

Replaces the current value with a value below the threshold T
for a delta (∆). It is the counterpart of VAT.

Value out of range
(VOR)

Replaces the current value with a value out of the range
[MIN ;MAX ]. It leads to two mutants, one that performs VAT
with T = MAX , one that performs VBT with T = MIN .
Not applied if the value is already out of range.

Bit flip (BF)
A number of bits randomly chosen in the positions between
MIN and MAX (included) are flipped. If STATE is specified,
the mutation is applied only if the bit is in the specified state.

Invalid numeric
value (INV)

Replaces the current value with a mutated value that is legal (i.e.,
ϵ[MIN ;MAX ]) but different than current value. It simulates
data that is not consistent with the state of the system.

Illegal Value (IV) Replaces the current value with a value that is equal to the
parameter VALUE (usually set to an illegal value).

Anomalous
Signal Amplitude
(ASA)

The mutated value is derived by multiplying the observed value
by a factor VALUE and by adding/removing a constant value ∆
from it. It is used to either amplify or reduce a signal to simulate
unusual signals. The parameter T indicates an observed value
below which instead of adding we subtract.

Signal Shift (SS) The mutated value is derived by adding a value ∆ to the observed
value. It simulates an anomalous shift in the signal.

Hold Value (HV) Keeps repeating an observed value for V times. It emulates a
constant signal replacing a signal supposed to vary.

Fix value above
threshold (FVAT)

It is the complement of VAT (i.e., it replaces a value above the
threshold T with a value below T for a delta ∆). It is used to
verify test cases exercising exceptional cases.

Fix value below
threshold (FVBT)

It is the counterpart of FVAT for the operator VBT.

Fix value out of
range (FVOR)

It is the complement of VOR (i.e., replaces a value out of range
with a random value in range). It is used to verify test cases
exercising exceptional cases.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

LibCSP message structure
Item1 Item2 Item3 Item4

Legend:
• DataItem1: not used (int).
• DataItem2: connection priority (int).
• DataItem3: connection source (int).
• DataItem4: connection destination (int).
• DataItem5: connection destination port (int).
• DataItem6: connection source port (int).
• DataItem7: connection flags (int).

Item5 Item6 Item7

Fig. 2. Structure of data buffers in libCSP.

Table I provides the list of DaMAT mutation operators and
their description; they generate mutated data item instances
through one or more mutation procedures (i.e., functions that
alter the data observed at runtime). For example, the VOR
operator includes two mutation operations: (1) replacing the
current value with a value above the specified range and (2)
replacing the current value with a value below the range.

The FM is defined according to our fault modeling method-
ology [4], which guides the configuration of mutation op-
erators to replace a data value with a data value belonging
to a different input partition (e.g., a nominal data value
within a range replaced with an exceptional data value outside
the range). This prevents equivalent mutants (i.e., mutants
correctly leading to the same test outcome of the original soft-
ware). Redundant mutants (i.e., leading to the same observable
software behaviour) can be avoided by not configuring, for the
same data item, mutation operators that may create, for data



void csp_send(csp_conn_t * conn, csp_packet_t * packet) {
/* mutation probe */
int damat_buffer_send[7];
damat_buffer_send[0] = 0;
damat_buffer_send[1] = conn->idout.pri;
damat_buffer_send[2] = conn->idout.src;
damat_buffer_send[3] = conn->idout.dst;
damat_buffer_send[4] = conn->idout.dport;
damat_buffer_send[5] = conn->idout.sport;
damat_buffer_send[6] = conn->idout.flags;
mutate_FM_Send(damat_buffer_send);
conn->idout.pri = damat_buffer_send[1];
conn->idout.src = damat_buffer_send[2];
conn->idout.dst = damat_buffer_send[3];
conn->idout.dport = damat_buffer_send[4];
conn->idout.sport = damat_buffer_send[5];
conn->idout.flags = damat_buffer_send[6];
/* end of the probe */
if ((conn == NULL) || (conn->state != CONN_OPEN)) {

csp_buffer_free(packet);
return;

//The following is the function call that sends data
csp_send_direct(conn->idout, packet, NULL);

}
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Fig. 3. Example of a DaMAT mutation probe for libCSP.

items belonging to a certain input partition A, mutated data
values belonging to the same input partition B.

Table II provides part of two FMs configured for libCSP.
For example, row 9 concerns the buffer used to send data
(FM Send): the data item in the buffer unit at position 1. The
targeted data should be interpreted as an integer (connection
priority). Row 9 applies the INV operator to replace a valid
value with another valid value (i.e., a different priority is
applied, which should trigger a test case failure). Rows 10 and
11 apply the VAT and FVAT operators to the same data item.
VAT emulates an out-of-domain priority value (i.e., (3;∞))
being used in place of a valid one ([0; 3]); conversely, FVAT
replaces an out-of-domain value with a valid one.

B. Step 2 - Automated Generation of the Mutation API

DaMAT automatically generates a mutation API to perform
mutations at runtime. The API stores the FM in an appropriate
data structure and implements a set of mutation probes, which
are functions (named mutate FM <name>) that mutate a data
buffer according to the given FM. The mutation probes provide
the FM to a generic mutation function, implemented in an API
template delivered with DaMAT , which selects the data item
to mutate and the mutation procedure to apply based on the
FM and the mutant under test.

C. Step 3 - Probe Insertion

DaMAT requires that engineers modify the source code of
the SUT by introducing invocations to the mutation probes,
one for each FM. Mutation probes should be inserted into the
functions that handle components’ communication. In libCSP,
we inserted them into the functions that either receive or send
messages. Fig. 3 shows the probe for the function that send
messages. Further, since libCSP relies on a custom data struc-
ture (i.e., conn) to send or receive data through the network, we
also introduced instructions that store the conn data structure
into an array (Lines 3–10) and load them (Lines 12–17) back
to the data structure after mutation (Line 11).

D. Step 4 - Automated Compilation of Mutants

The DaMAT script compile mutants.sh automatically gen-
erates one mutant for each mutation procedure of the operators

configured in the FM. Each mutant performs exactly one data
mutation operation (i.e., a data mutation procedure configured
for a specific data item). For example, Row 1 of Table II leads
to two mutants: each mutant modifies the data item at position
5 but one mutant replaces the current value with the value 31
(i.e., 30 + 1) while the other replaces the current value with
the value 7 (i.e., 8− 1).

E. Step 5 - Mutants Execution

The test suite under analysis is executed iteratively with
every mutant; the task is automated through a bash script to
be customized with the commands that execute each test case.
At runtime, each mutant modifies all the data items it targets,
whenever the mutation preconditions hold (e.g., the STATE
of the BF operator). For scalability, DaMAT executes first a
special mutant that traces the FMs loaded by each test case.
Such information speeds up mutation analysis; indeed, DaMAT
executes, for every mutant, only the test cases that cover the
message type targeted by the mutant.

F. Step 6 - Generate Mutation Analysis Results

DaMAT generates the file detailed results.csv with the
result observed for each mutant: NOT COVERED (i.e., the
mutant concerns a message type that was never exercised by
the test suite), NOT APPLIED (i.e., its mutation operation
was never performed, which happens when no value in the
targeted input partition has been observed), LIVE (i.e., the
mutation operation was performed but no test failure was
observed), KILLED (i.e., at least one test failure was observed
during the execution of the mutant). Table III shows the results
obtained for libCSP. Line 6 describes the case where the
FM has been covered, the mutation operation applied and the
mutant killed. This represents the ideal case where the test
suite performed as expected: the code was covered, the input
partition was exercised and the oracle identified an anomalous
software behaviour. On Line 11 the mutant was covered but
the mutation operation was not applied; it means that the test
suite does not verify what happens if an out-of-domain priority
value is provided. In most cases (e.g., Line 1), we observe
LIVE mutants, which point to flaws in test oracles.

DaMAT computes three metrics: fault model coverage
(FMC), mutation operation coverage (MOC), and covered
mutation score (CMS). FMC is the percentage of FMs covered
by the test suite, which captures the proportion of message
types that are exercised. MOC is the percentage of mutation
operations, belonging to covered FMs, that have been applied
at least once. It captures the proportion of input partitions
covered for each data item; for example, the FVOR operator
leads to two mutation operations, which are applied only if
the observed value is above or below the range, respectively.
CMS is the percentage of killed mutants among the ones
with a mutation operation successfully applied. It provides
information about the quality of test oracles; indeed, a live
mutant indicates that the test suite cannot detect the effect of
the mutation (e.g., the presence of warnings in logs).



TABLE II
PARTIAL FAULT MODEL SPECIFICATION FOR libCSP.

# Fault Model Position Span Type Op MIN MAX T DELTA STATE VALUE
1 Read 5 1 INT VOR 8 30 NA 1 NA NA
2 Read 5 1 INT FVOR 8 30 NA 1 NA NA
3 Read 5 1 INT SS NA NA NA 1 NA NA
4 Read 5 1 INT SS NA NA NA -1 NA NA
5 Read 6 1 BIN BF 0 0 NA NA 0 1
6 Read 6 1 BIN BF 1 1 NA NA 0 1
7 Read 6 1 BIN BF 2 2 NA NA 0 1
8 Read 6 1 BIN BF 3 3 NA NA 0 1
9 Send 1 1 INT INV 0 3 NA 0 NA 1
10 Send 1 1 INT VAT NA NA 3 1 NA NA
11 Send 1 1 INT FVAT NA NA 3 1 NA NA
12 Send 2 1 INT INV 0 31 NA 0 NA 1

Note: ”NA” is used for parameters not required to configure the mutation operator.

TABLE III
RESULTS (DETAILED RESULTS.CSV) FOR libCSP.

# FM Pos. Span Type Op MIN MAX T DELTA STATE VALUE FM Cov. Operation Status
1 Read 5 1 INT VOR 8 30 NA 1 NA NA COVERED APPLIED LIVE
2 Read 5 1 INT FVOR 8 30 NA 1 NA NA COVERED APPLIED LIVE
3 Read 5 1 INT SS NA NA NA 1 NA NA COVERED APPLIED LIVE
4 Read 5 1 INT SS NA NA NA -1 NA NA COVERED APPLIED LIVE
5 Read 6 1 BIN BF 0 0 NA NA 0 1 COVERED APPLIED LIVE
6 Read 6 1 BIN BF 1 1 NA NA 0 1 COVERED APPLIED KILLED

78 Read 6 1 BIN BF 2 2 NA NA 0 1 COVERED APPLIED LIVE
8 Read 6 1 BIN BF 3 3 NA NA 0 1 COVERED APPLIED LIVE
9 Send 1 1 INT INV 0 3 NA 0 NA 1 COVERED APPLIED LIVE

10 Send 1 1 INT VAT NA NA 3 1 NA NA COVERED APPLIED LIVE
11 Send 1 1 INT FVAT NA NA 3 1 NA NA COVERED NOT APPLIED N/A
12 Send 2 1 INT INV 0 31 NA 0 NA 1 COVERED APPLIED LIVE

G. Step 7 - Improve the test suite

The engineer can rely on the file detailed results.csv to
improve the test suite. For each NOT COVERED FM, the
engineer should implement at least one test case that exercises
the corresponding message. For each NOT APPLIED mutant,
the engineer should implement at least one test case that
exercises the input partition targeted by the mutant. For each
LIVE mutant, the engineer should improve the oracles of at
least one test case. Examples are shown in our demo video.

IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We applied DaMAT to assess the integration test suites of
LIBP, which is a client-server system to configure nanosatel-
lites, and three sub-systems of ESAIL [21], a micro-satellite
currently on orbit: (1) the Attitude Determination and Control
System (ADCS), the Global Positioning System (GPS), and
the Payload Data Handling Unit (PDHU). With our industry
partners, we defined 10 FMs for ADCS, 1 for GPS, 3 for
PDHU, and 6 for LIBP. They lead to 172 mutants for ADCS,
23 for GPS, 29 for PDHU, and 44 for LIBP.

Based on Spearman’s correlation, we observed that uncov-
ered FMs are likely when the SUT includes a high number
of message types. Lower mutation operation coverage is more
likely with several input partitions. The CMS is lower for sys-
tems with a large number of covered mutation operations. To
summarize, a large number of data items and input partitions
are difficult to exercise with manually defined test cases.

All live mutants (i.e., 55 for ADCS, 1 for GPS, and 45
for LIBP) generate outputs that differ from the original SUT,
and, therefore, we did not detect any equivalent mutant. They
can be killed by introducing oracles that (1) verify additional

entries in the log files (39 instances for ADCS, one for GPS),
(2) verify additional observable state variables (14 instances
for ADCS, 45 for LIBP), and (3) verify the content of error
messages (2 instances for ADCS). We did not find redundant
mutants either; indeed, all the mutants leading to the same test
failures pointed out that more assertion were needed (e.g., to
distinguish between upper and lower bound violations).

The manual effort required for DaMAT is considered ac-
ceptable by our partners. On average, it took between five
and ten minutes to configure an operator. The number of lines
of probe code inserted for each subject, on average per FM,
varied between 2.72 and 7.64. In total, the configuration of
DaMAT for ADCS, GPS, PDHU, and LIBP took around 20,
3, 4, and 6 working hours, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented DaMAT , a tool that mutates the data ex-
changed by software components to assess the effectiveness of
test suites. We successfully applied DaMAT to assess the test
suites of different satellite software components currently in
use. We also demonstrated that our methodology to configure
DaMAT prevents equivalent and redundant mutants.
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